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It's the most urgent and highly publicized issue facing America's family: how exactly to teach our kids to
protect themselves in virtually any scenario. Written by one of the few nationally recognized authorities
about them, The Safe Child Reserve offers a comprehensive educational system covering a wide range of
topics that concern parents today, including sexual abuse, abduction, leaving children only, surfing the
Internet, school safety, and selecting a day-care middle or baby-sitter. Based on the author's successful
education workshop, which has been in procedure since 1969 and has educated a lot more than 50, 000
parents and kids nationwide, The Safe Kid Book gives parents effective and non-threatening approaches
for teaching children how exactly to shield themselves without producing them afraid.
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Very informative and simple to use This book provides excellent suggestions for nonthreatening ways to
talk about the scary topics of abuse and abduction together with your children to be able to provide them
with the best tools to safeguard themselves. She will this in ways that make sense and do not scare
children.!. I'd want to see an upgrade with discussions about Twitter, Facebook, and Internet use on
mobile devices instead of discussions about boards and Compuserv. I've read this book several times since
receiving it and have used the methods with my very own 4 year old child as well as the foster kids I use.
Additionally, the general approach to teaching children to be secure is classic and applies with any scenario -
including Internet make use of. This publication revolutionized my approach to teaching child safety skills to
kids. We can't stand to believe about these exact things, but we should. Read this publication for your
children's sake (but don't let them browse it). This reserve has helped me provide my kids a very solid
knowledge of child safety principles, and Sherryll Kraizer did the perfect job of giving visitors tools for
helping their kids remain safe without scaring their kids or exposing them to designs they shouldn't know
about. To end up being blunt, she answers the question, "How do I keep my kids safe from sexual
predators without traumatizing them with the reality of child sexual misuse?" The issue of child misuse
(sexual, physical, emotional, etc) is a lot more prevalent than you want to realize. Placing our heads in the
sand and pretending it isn't there won't help. Educating ourselves in order that we can assist in preventing

it can help. As Dr.! I've currently recommended it to other parents and will continue to do therefore.
Parents, get this book, because it is the best $6 you will ever invest your child. I am a sociable worker and
am often looking for ways to help kids discover ways to keep themselves safe when safe adults aren't
available. This publication gives great tips about how to teach children how to do that.. Nevertheless, that is
only 1 short chapter and I did so not buy this book for suggestions on Internet safety. But it didn't help
me with my work.. BASICALLY THE Best Book On TEACHING Child Security To Kids I've taught child
security classes to hundreds of kids over the last 20 years.. It teach me anything I work with children,
and could be I know a lot of things. Teaches Children to Protect Themselves The author does a great job
of teaching parents how to coach their children when devote awkward situations and how exactly to react
when approached by strangers. In addition, it helps parents to understand more about the nature of the
dangers potentially affecting their children. Eye-Opener It really results in our very own (mis)conceptions
of what child protection ought to be. It's a definite must-read, particularly because as parents, the
majority of the situations, we have a tendency to think we're raising our children much better than any
additional parents we know, and by reading/researching we realize that many things we'd for granted
aren't just so and we ought to always consider the simplest things, because we occasionally forget we are
coping with children instead of our pairs!The only negative thing I have to say concerning this book is that
the chapter on Internet safety is VERY outdated. Parents aren't constantly in a position to be there
which book gives kids equipment they need to be capable to depend on themselves if/when needed... Not fun
to learn, but very important This book was difficult for me to stomach, but I'd rather put myself through
the discomfort of reading this heavy book than have my children exposed to the trauma of child abuse. A
non-threatening approach to teaching children to be safe it doesn't concentrate on "stranger danger" is
vital to teaching kids self-preservation skills that stay. To the reviewer who mentioned that this reserve
didn't show them anything, I doubt that you actually read this reserve. Dr. Kraizer helps a child become
more aware of potential dangers without alarming them.! Useful methodology for educating your child I
came across this book a year or two ago. It is an excellent resource for improving a child's awareness
towards becoming independently protected whenever you can. Every parent must have this reserve! Kraizer

notes in this reserve, the only person a child can rely on On a regular basis is normally him- or herself. I
recommend this book for any parent or instructor. Kraizer's book is the best work I've seen on the topic
in two decades of research and research. The practical method prescribed by Dr.great book with very
useful and life saving suggestions. The book can be utilized with kids as youthful as 2 on up.
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